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Woodturning Buyer’s Guide

Woodturning can be an endlessly satisfying and creative pastime; an 
accessible craft for beginners yet with huge scope for development 
and artistic expression. Some turners develop to the stage where they 
even turn professional, such is the scope of this craft.
Record Power are proud to offer probably the fullest range of 
woodturning lathes and accessories available, catering for the 
complete beginner right up to the most demanding of professionals. 
Record’s experience and knowledge in this area is unparalleled. 
Woodturning is at the heart of  the company’s history, after many 
years ago incorporating the respected Coronet Lathe Company, 
Derby, Record Power lathes and accessories stand for high quality 
design and innovation since 1946. This means you can be confident 
in buying quality tools that will last a lifetime and fulfill whatever 
needs you have as your skills and ambitions develop.

There are a bewildering variety of lathes on the market, with all sorts of specifications 
and price points, so choosing a lathe can be a daunting experience. This guide will 
help in the decision making process, simplifying and explaining the essential features  
to consider.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT LATHE
You can accomplish anything as well on a basic model as the top of the range 
machine (with the exception of capacity limitation or some very specialised 
applications) but as you go further up the range you will find the extra power and 
solidity of the larger machines enables projects to be carried out more quickly and 
confidently. Deeper cuts can be taken due to increased power and weight and ease of 
use features such as variable speed control make turning more enjoyable.

FEATURES & RANGE

Firstly consider the kind of turning you think you will be doing. If you will be mainly 
turning spindles, rigidity and capacity between centres will be most important.

If you think you will mainly turn bowls and platters, a swivel head lathe will be very 
useful and capacity between centres will be less important. Extra power will also be 
needed if large bowls are to be turned.

If you fall into both categories, decide on the biggest diameter you will want to turn. 
We cater from 9” to 30” capacities.

APPLICATION

Consider how often you will be using the machine. If you will be an occasional user 
turning mainly spindles or making parts for furniture then a basic model may be all 
that you require and manual speed changes more than adequate. If however, you think 
you will spend a lot of time at the lathe and your skills and projects will grow - you 
may benefit from extra power, extra weight and rigidity and increased functionality 
such as variable speeds to make it easier to use. 

TIME

The construction of the machine will clearly have a major bearing on its longevity, 
accuracy and reliability. Record Power lathes are constructed from cast iron and steel 
throughout the range to ensure maximum performance and rigidity when turning. 
Shown here are the key aspects to consider when purchasing any woodturning lathe.

KEY ASPECTS TO CONSIDER

Buy online or find your local stockist at www.recordpower.co.uk
All Prices Include VAT
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LATHE ACCESSORIES

BEDS

The Record range of accessories are available in 3/4” x 16TPI thread, 
1 morse taper as well as 1 1/4” x 8TPI thread, 2 morse taper to suit 
all lathes in the range. When upgrading to lathes with the larger 
thread sizes and morse tapers, adapters are available, ensuring 
continued use of the same accessories. The array of faceplates, 
woodscrew chucks, live centres and long hole boring kits (to name 
but a few) give the woodturner great flexibility in meeting  
their needs.

Lathes need to be as vibration free and rigid as possible so the more 
mass available to minimise vibration and the stronger the bed is 
to provide rigidity - the better. Ideal materials for lathe beds are 
cast iron or steel bars which provide the rigidity required and help 
dampen vibration.
Bed bars are a common European and economical way of 
manufacturing a lathe that allows the use of kinematic faces to 
give very accurate tolerances. The majority of our bed bars are hard 
chromed, which allows friction free movement of both banjo and 
tailstock and are easily maintainable, keeping free from stains and 
polishes with very little effort. The rigidity of this solution provides 
ample support for heavy duty work and is a tried-and-tested 
manufacturing method which has its roots in the Coronet of Derby 
series of lathes.
Cast beds are an alternative design and originate from the largest 
woodturning lathes which are designed for extraordinarily heavy 
duty work, although many smaller machines now feature cast beds 
as this has become a more traditional feature of American machines. 
An advantage of cast beds is that extension can be added to increase 
capacity between centres, an ideal option for those who turn large 
work or want to simply increase the capacity of a smaller machine.
The bed length will define the maximum capacity between centres 
when spindle turning so ensure that you buy a machine with 
adequate capacities for your requirements or the option to add 
extensions at a later date should your requirements change.

Request the latest promotional catalogue at www.recordpower.co.uk


